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DIGITALsystem
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All models are available in all combinations
of the colours of your choice (see page 6).

GARDA

ASSO

Complete collection
and prices on page 3.

Complete collection
and prices on page 3.

Complete collection
and prices on page 3.



GARDA ASSO BELLAGIO

3For colours, printings and sizes see pages 6-7.

(A) Shirt short sleeves 

(B) Shirt long sleeves

 (jack coolmax) 
 (winter stretch)

 (silk coolmax) 

(E) Gilet

 (jack)

(L) Trousers

	 (filanca)
	 (flash)

(Z) Tracksuit

	 (filanca)
	 (flash)



LUGANO

LARIO
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(A) (C)

(Z)
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(L)

cotton - felpa - screen print
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All models are available in all combinations
of the colours of your choice (see page 6).

COMO

Complete collection
and prices on page 5.

Complete collection
and prices on page 5.

Complete collection
and prices on page 5.

(L)



LARIO COMO LUGANO

(Z) Tracksuit

	 (filanca)

5For colours, printings and sizes see pages 6-7.

(L) Trousers

	 (filanca)

(E) Gilet

	 (cotton)
	 (felpa)

(C) Shirt long sleeves

	 (felpa)

(B) Shirt long sleeves

	 (cotton)

(A) Shirt short sleeves

	 (cotton)



C O L O U R S
DIGITALsystem COTTON

FELPA
SCREEN PRINT
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WHITE

GREY

DARK GREY

BLACK

BROWN

BEIGE

MUSTARD

LEMON

YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

WINE

PINK

FUCHSIA

VIOLET

NAVY

FRENCH BLUE

ROYAL

LIGHT BLUE

TURQUOISE

LIGHT GREEN

GREEN

DARK GREEN

FLUO YELLOW

FLUO PINK6

BAG BOCCE
Doppio-fondo bocce 
(heavy nylon)             
Colours: 
RED - NAVY - ROYAL - GREEN



Size

•	Delivery	time:	4-5	weeks.
•	Free	packaging.
•	Terms:	ex	works.
•	Payment:	Cash	and	Delivery	down	payment
     with special orders (as with printing etc.).

For	the	first	order	
Subsequent orders

For	the	first	order	
Subsequent orders

For	the	first	order	
Subsequent orders

COTTON  cotton 100%
FELPA   cotton 100%
NYLON (bags)  nylon 100%

SILK CoolMax  polyester 100%
JACK CoolMax  polyester 100%
WINTER STRETCH polyester   87%    elastan  13%
JACK   polyester 100%
FILANCA  polyester 100%
FLASH   polyester 100%
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SIZES

CONDITIONS OF SALE

FABRICS

EMBLEMS

BESPOKE DESIGN (INCLUDE PRINTING)

PRINTING A SINGLE LOGO

PRINTING MULTIPLE LOGOS  (MORE THAN 3)

DIGITALsystem

total 
total 

Screen print

total  
total 

DIGITALsystem

total 
total 

Screen print

- 
-

DIGITALsystem

total  
total 

Screen print

-
-

DIGITALsystem

each piece

Patch

each piece



This catalogue substitutes all former price-lists.

At Panzeri we strive to be among the leading specialist in sportswear design and 
production, our legacy:
FABRICS
Designed and produced in our own mill, we have many years experience in the 
treatment of cotton, our high specifications make our branded fabrics both colour fast 
and shrink resistant. Customers rely on these essential requirements, this is why our 
clothing range is so popular in sport, leisure and jogging.
INNOVATIVE DESIGN
We produce attractive and functional clothing for many sports clubs and teams at the 
top of their game, our synthetic fibres are non-skin irritating, easily laundered, most 
importantly keeping their shape and aesthetic look. Our digital system allows us to 
give all these features combined with a personalised design and cost effective price.
BESPOKE DESIGN
We produce garments directly to the customers specifications, colours and models 
are tailored to the requirement, offering endless permutations. This personalisation 
gives clubs and teams a unique identity which reflects in all they do, sponsors and 
partners are encouraged by their professional image and quality presentation.
GUARANTEED REPEAT SUPPLY
All models produced can be repeated at any time in any quantity even though they 
may not be current catalogue models, all customer designs are recorded on our 
database for reproduction at any time. Over the years we have collected more than 
20,000 individual designs from associations, advertisers and promotion companies, 
this information although costly to administer provides a worthwhile service to give 
total longevity of a club or team image.
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